Boston University Building Codes:

AAS Afro-American studies Center & Russian Studies Institute
138 Mountfort Street

ARM Armony Building
925 Commonwealth Avenue

BRB Biology Research Building
5 Cummington Street
(620 Commonwealth Avenue)

BSC CAS Biological Science Center
2 Cummington Street

CAS College of Arts and Sciences
685-725 Commonwealth Avenue

CGS College of General Studies
871 Commonwealth Avenue

CNS Cognitive and Neural Systems
677 Beacon Street

COM College of Communication
640 Commonwealth Avenue

CRW Crew Boathouse
619 Memorial Drive

CSE Case Physical Education
285 Babcock Street

EGL CAS English Faculty Offices
236 Bay State Road

EMB Engineering Manufacturing Building
15 ST. Mary's Street

ENA Engineering Annex Building
730 Commonwealth Avenue

ENG College of Engineering
110-112 Cummington Street

EOP Center for English Language
890 Commonwealth Avenue

ERB Engineering Research Building
44 Cummington Street

FLR Fuller Building
808 Commonwealth Avenue

GCB General Classroom Building (Guitar Center)
750 Commonwealth Avenue
GRS Graduate School (Arts and Sciences)
705 Commonwealth Avenue

GSU George Sherman Union
775 Commonwealth Avenue

HIS History and American Studies Departments
226 Bay State Road

IRC International Relations Center
152 Bay State Road

LAW School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue

LNG CAS Modern Foreign Languages Departments
718 Commonwealth Avenue

MAR Marsh Chapel
735 Commonwealth Avenue

MCS Math/Computer Science
111 Cummington Street

MEB Manufacturing Engineering Building
48 Cummington Street

MED School of Medicine
80 E. Concord Street

MET Metropolitan College
755 Commonwealth Avenue

MOR Morse Auditorium
602 Commonwealth Avenue

MUG Mugar Library
771 Commonwealth Avenue

NKI Nickelodeon Theater
24 Cummington Street

PHO Photonics Building
6-8 ST. Mary's Street

PLS CAS Anthropology, Philosophy, Political Science
232 Bay State Road

PRB Physics Research Building
3 Cummington Street

PSY CAS Psychology
64-72-86 Cummington Street

PTH Playwrights Theater
949 Commonwealth Avenue
SAI Sailing Docks
Charles River Behind the BU Bridge
SAR Sargent College
635 Commonwealth Avenue
SCI Science Center
590-596 Commonwealth Avenue
SCL Science Center Labs
590-596 Commonwealth Avenue
SDM Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine
100 E. Newton Street
SED School of Education
605 Commonwealth Avenue
SFA School for the Arts
855 Commonwealth Avenue
SGB Sargent Gym Building
1 University Road
SLB Science Library Building
30-38 Cummington Street
SMG School of Management
595 Commonwealth Avenue
SOC CAS Sociology
96-100 Cummington street
SSW School of Social Work
264-270 Bay State Road
STH School of Theology
745 Commonwealth Avenue
STO Stone Science Building
675 Commonwealth Avenue
THE Boston University Theatre
264 Huntington Avenue